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THE SEMANTIC DEVELOPMENT OF OLD ENGLISH WEALH 

By MARGARET LINDSAY FAULL 

The Old English noun wealh, plural wealas, originally meaning 
"Celt", gradually extended its meanings to "slave" and "foreigner" 
in general. Its ultimate source may have been the name of the 
Celtic tribe, Volcae, but on the Continent, in view of the Roman
ized nature of Gaul, it was extended by its Germanic users to 
include all peoples of Romance or Latin stock. Although the German 
welsch eventually came to have pejorative connotations,"* it did not 
develop the other senses acquired by OE wealh, which was applied 
specifically to the Romano-Britons. When used of foreigners Wealh 
was virtually always qualified, as with the Galwalas of the OE 
Chronicle. It would be useful, both for assessing the social status 
of the Britons in England and for determining the meaning of the 
element wealh in place-names, derivatives and compounds, if the date 
could be discovered at which the racial term acquired the secondary 
meaning of "slave". Wealh was only one of a number of OE words for 
"slave", each with its own shade of meaning, so if its connotations 
could be more accurately defined, they might throw some light on 
the image of the British. As wealh clearly has an ethnic sense in 
some texts and a status value in others, I shall discuss these 
examples first before proceeding to the debatable cases. 

Wealh as an ethnic term. 

The first written occurrence of Wealh seems to be in the 
Laws of Ine, which probably date between 688 and 694, although the 
earliest extant manuscript is about 925. In all the texts the forms 
and, to a lesser extent, the vocabulary have been altered to con
form to late ninth-century usage, although the terms used need not 
necessarily have borne the same technical meanings in Ine's as in 
Alfred's time. These Laws reveal a society in which the Wealas had 
not all been reduced to slavery, although they occupied an inferior 
position to their English counterparts. The highest ranking is the 
Briton holding 5 hides of land: 

Wealh, gif he hafad V hida, he bi6 syxhynde. 
(ch.xxiv, 2) 

(A Wealh, if he has 5 hides, is a man of a 600 
wergeld.) 
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The 600 shilling wergeld corresponds to that of the syxhynde 
class described in chs.xxvii and xxxix of the Laws of Alfred, fall
ing between the thegn and the ceorl. The syxhynde class is not 
found in later laws, suggesting that it died out, probably during 
the Norse invasions. The actual composition of the ninth-century 
syxhynde class is debatable as there is no mention of Wealas in 
Alfred's Laws. It probably included the descendants of those who 
held 5 hides in Ine's time, their racial origins forgotten, while 
other members may have been landless thegns. At a later period a 
man owning 5 hides was entitled to a wergeld not of 600 but 1200 
shillings and the rank of thegn. As wergelds tended to remain 
stationary in value, it would appear that the Wealh of Ine's Laws 
is being accorded only half the value of his English counterpart, 
and this lowering in status would also seem to apply to the other 
British classes described: 

Wealh gafolgelda CXX scill. , his sunu C, . . . 
(ch.xxiii ,3) 

(A Wealh gafolgelda [has a wergeld of] 120 
shillings, his son, 100, . . . ) 

Gif Wilisc mon haebbe hide londes, his wer bi6 CXX 
scill.; gif he bonne healfes hffibbe, LXXX scill.j 
gif he naenig haebbe, LX scillinga. 

(ch.xxxii) 
(If a Wealh has a hide of land, his wergeld is 120 
shillings; if, however, he has half [a hide], 80 
shillings; if he has none, 60 shillings.) 

q 

The English ceorl was valued at 200 shillings, so the Wealas have 
wergelds ranging from three-tenths to six-tenths of this. While 
the wergelds are related to the amount of land held, it is obvious 
that they are calculated not from that of the Englishman holding the 
same amount of land, but in proportion to that of the syxhynde 
Wealh. Thus the man holding one hide of land is valued at 120 
shillings, or one-fifth the wergeld of the syxhynde man of 5 hides, 
not at half that of the Englishman with one hide of land, which 
would have been 100 shillings. The one-hide man is also described 
as a Wealh gafolgelda, or a free man with his own household who paid 
gafol, or rent, to the king, rather than rendering services. At 
the bottom of the scale is the landless man who was considered to be 
worth only 60 shillings, the same as a slave, although the use of 
the term wer indicates that he was still free. 

The conditions extended to the free Wealas are not an 
innovation made on English soil but are based on standard Germanic 
practice. For example, under the Franks the Romanus homo possessor, 
or Gallo-Roman, was also given a half wergeld. The inferior social 
position of the free Wealh is further shown in ch.xlvi of Ine's Laws, 
where a man charged with stealing or harbouring stolen cattle had to 
produce an oath of sixty hides if he were accused by a Wealh, whereas 
if the accuser were English the oath required was doubled. The 
division of the Wealas into three classes is paralleled in ch.xxvi 
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of the Laws of Rthelberht by that of the laets, who were probably the 
free descendants of the Romano-British inhabitants of Kent.13 It is 
possible that this tripartite division and the valuing of the son of 
the Wealh gafolgelda at five-sixths his father's wergeld are examples 
of the British being allowed to retain their own customs and of these 
being incorporated in the English legal codes.1"* 

The Laws of Ine show that strong distinctions were made on 
racial grounds not only between freemen but also between slaves: 

Witeoeowne monnan Wyliscne mon sceal bedrifan be XII 
hidum swa deowne to swingum, Engliscne be feower 7 
XXX hida. 

(ch.liv,2) 
(A penally enslaved Wealh shall be compelled to suffer 
a flogging as a slave by [an oath of] 12 hides, an 
Englishman by [an oath of] 34 hides.) 

Once again the Wealh is placed in an inferior position, as the value 
of the oath required to have him flogged is almost one-third that 
for an English penal slave. The final piece of evidence that wealh 
could not yet stand alone to mean simply "a slave" but had to be 
qualified by beow, comes from ch.lxxiv: 

Gif 6eowwealh Engliscne monnan ofslihd, bonne sceal se 
6e hine ah weorpan hine to honda hlaforde 7 magum o66e 
LX scill. gesellan wi6 his feore. 

1. Gif he bonne pone ceap nelle foregesellan, bonne mot 
hine se hlaford gefreogean; gielden si66an his meegas 
pone wer, gif he msegburg haebbe freo; gif he nsbbe, 
heden his pa gefan. 
(If a Wealh who is a slave slays an Englishman, his 
owner shall hand him over to the dead man's lord and 
kinsmen, or purchase his life for 60 shillings. 

1. If, however, the lord will not pay this price for 
him, he must liberate him; afterwards his kinsmen must 
pay the wergeld, if he has a free kindred; if he has 
not [a free kindred], then his enemies may deal with 
him. ) 

Although this law obviously refers to a British slave, the deowwealh 
is valued at the customary slave price of 60 shillings, not at a 
lower rate, but this may be related to the value of the victim and 
not to the status of the perpetrator. It is interesting that para
graph 1 above assumes that a 6eowwealh (who is not necessarily a 
wite&eow, who would originally have been born free) might have free 
kinsmen in the community. When Ine's Laws were reissued by Henry I, 
the amount to be paid was lowered to bring it into line with current 
slave prices. In view, however, of the warfare between Wales and 
England in the 1090's and the fact that Henry's laws covered a wider 
geographical area than Ine's, it cannot be presumed that seruus 
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Waliscus conveyed the same meaning in the twelfth century as 
deowwealh in the seventh and that these later serui were descendents 
of the seventh-century slaves and not Welsh slaves. 

It might be thought that Ine's laws dealing with Wealas were 
passed to cover the British inhabitants of the newly acquired areas 
in the far west of the kingdom, but there was not necessarily a 
large British population requiring such legislation in these areas. 
The place-name evidence for Devon, which was probably relatively 
umpopulated at the end of the British period owing to the migrations 
to Brittany, does not indicate stronger Romano-British survival 
there than in many areas in the east; indeed, the adjacent counties 
of Wiltshire, Somerset and Dorset have many more Celtic place-
names. The constant hostilities with Cornwall and Wales make it 
unlikely that immigrants from these two areas would have been able 
to settle or acquire land in Wessex, and much more probably the 
seventh-century Wealas of Ine's Laws descended from the original 
Romano-British inhabitants of southern England.1 

Some of the descendants of Ine's Wealas may perhaps be 
included in the Wealcyn of King Alfred's Will, apparently dating 
between 873 and 889.19 Here, Alfred bequeaths to his youngest son 
a number of estates, lying, as far as they can be identified, in 
Devon, Dorset, Hampshire, Somerset, Sussex, Wiltshire and, probably, 
Cornwall, concluding with set Liwtune 7 ba land pe paerto hyran. 
Referring back to pa land "those lands" at Liwtun, he states that 
past synd ealle pe ic on Wealcynne hsbbe baton Trioonscire "which are 
all that I have in Wealcyn except Triconscir".20 Thus Liwtun and 
Triconscir are definitely located on Wealcynne. Although neither of 
these places can be positively identified, Lifton, Devon, has been 

2 1 

suggested for Liwtun and Trigg, Cornwall, for Triconscir, so that 
we might be inclined to- take the people of Devon and Cornwall as the 
Wealcyn, especially as these are the two most westerly counties of 
England. Cornwall could certainly have been described as the land 
of the Wealas at this period as it remained almost exclusively 
Celtic in speech and population for many generations, but Devon was 
rapidly Anglicized in speech, place-names and customs after the 
English settlement. Moreover, Alfred names Liwtun and Triconscir as 
the only places which he owns on Wealcynne, while listing at least 
four, and possibly six, other estates which are in Devon, two of 
which are as far west as the sites which have been suggested for 
Liwtun. Thus only the area around or belonging to Liwtun would seem 
to have been regarded as one of predominantly British settlement. 
The term Wealcyn may have been used as a contrast and parallel to 
that of Angelcyn, the -cyn element emphasising the nature of the 
people rather than the land itself. Certain areas, more heavily 
populated with Wealas, might have been left undisturbed during the 
English settlement of Devon, as there was not a great scarcity of 
land for distribution among the conquerors and it was a Christian 
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region settled after the conversion of the English. The place-
name evidence suggests an enclave of Celts around Lifton, which 
lends strong support to the idea that this specific area of Devon 
only could have been designated as on Wealcynne. It is debatable 
whether these British groups would still have been identifiable in 
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Alfred's time, some two hundred years after the conquest of Devon; 
the term may have remained traditional for describing certain 
districts, although its use in a legal document may suggest some 
feeling for the original concept. 

To see the terms in use c.900 for Britons living, not in 
Wales or Cornwall, but in England proper, it is necessary to turn 
to the first part of the OE Chronicle "* (apparently written in 
Wessex) which, in dealing with the English invasions of Britain, con
tains numerous references to the Romano-Britons. The oldest manu
script of the Chronicle, the Parker Text, which Plummer denoted by 
the siglum A, is written in a late ninth-century hand which stops at 
the end of ann.891.25 The OE Chronicle probably only dates from 
this period in its present form. The compilers, while tending to 
use contemporary terms, may have been influenced by Bede's Historia 
Ecclesiastica or earlier OE oral tradition. 

Wealas/Walas and Brittas/Brettas are used interchangeably and 
indiscriminately throughout the text: 

ann.457. Her Hengest 7 Esc fuhton wib Brettas . . . 
pa Brettas pa forleton Centlond. 
(In this year Hengest and ffisc fought against 
the British . . . the British then abandoned 
Kent.) 

. . . pa Walas flugon pa Englan swa fyr. 
( . . . the British fled from the English as 
from fire.) 

. . . gefeaht wip Brettas . . . pa Bretwalas 
gefliemde. 
(. . . fought against the British . . . the 
British fled.) 

Only once, in the "Preface" to the Laud Manuscript, Plummer's E, is 
a distinction made between Brittisc and Wilisc. This occurs in the 
list of the six languages found in Britain which is obviously taken 
from Bede, who, however, gives only five,2 as do the other versions 
of the Chronicle. In E Bede's Brettonum is translated as Bryt Wylsc. 

2 7 

The scribe, a northerner writing in the twelfth century, probably 
miscopied and split one word into two. He may have thought there 
was a difference between Cornish {Brittisc) and Welsh (Wilisc) but, 
if so, this is the only such usage recorded. The use of the com
bined form Brytwalas, which occurs occasionally in the Chronicle, 
may have been intended more emphatically to distinguish the British 
from foreign Celts such as the Galwalas, or Gauls. 

When applied to such foreigners, usually of Romance or Roman 
stock, Wealh was generally qualified with a prefix, as when Widsip 
says that he was mid Rumwalum "with the Romans". 8 He does describe 
the kingdom ruled by Casere simply as Wala rice (line 78) , but the 
poet may have felt that the mention of Caesar was a sufficient 

ann.473 

ann.552 
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qualification. One of the very rare cases of Wealh standing alone 
with the meaning of "Roman" or "a person of Romance stock", exists 
in ffilfric's tenth-centu-ry Vocabulary where Jus quiritum "full Roman 
citizenship"29 is translated by Wealas sunderriht,30 but elsewhere 
by reht Romwala or Romwara sundorriht. 

Moving to the north of England in the early eleventh century, 
we find the Nor61eoda Laga32 compiled by Archbishop Wulfstan II of 
York. Unlike Wessex there are no early laws extant from Mercia 
or Northumbria to elucidate the position of the British substratum, 
but the Nordleoda Laga seems to be based on much earlier traditions 
and includes clauses dealing with Wealas: 

And gif Wilisman [variant readings Wilisc man, 
Wealiscmon, Waliscus] gepeo, beet he haebbe hiwisc 
landes 7 meege cyninges gafol for6bringan, bonne bid 
his wergild CXX scill. [other texts read CCXX]. 

(ch.vii) 
(And if a Wealh prospers so that he has a hide of 
land and can produce the king's tribute, then his 
wergeld is 120 shillings.) 

And gif he ne gepeo buton to healfre hide, bonne si 
his wer LXXX scill. 

(ch.vii,1) 
(And if he does not prosper beyond half a hide, then 
his wergeld is to be 80 shillings.) 

And gif he asnig land nasbbe 7 beah freoh sy, forgilde 
hine man mid LXX scill. 

(ch.viii) 
(And if he has no land and nevertheless is free, 
one is to pay for him with 70 shillings.) 

These Wealas, even those without any land, are obviously free. If 
the amounts given in Text D of the Laga are accepted, the Wealas in 
chs,vii and vii,l have the same wergelds as their counterparts in 
seventh-century Wessex, but the landless man is valued at 10 shillings 
more in Northumbria. The Wealh is once again worth approximately 
half his English (and Danish) equivalent. It is probable that these 
laws reflect early Northumbrian custom, recorded for the first time 
during the Viking settlements in order to form a basis for settling 
the wergelds of the Danes and English respectively. Whether the 
Wealh was still identifiable as a Celt at that time is debatable, 
although if his descendants still retained their lowered wergelds 
some feeling for the class could have survived. Certain areas of 
Northumbria were not conquered and settled by the English before the 
seventh century, and enclaves of Wealas may have survived for some 
time in the more mountainous regions of the Pennines. 

Apart from its appearance in various texts, Wealh also occurs 
in a number of compounds, generally with its derived meaning of 
"foreign", as in wealh-hnutu "foreign nut, walnut", wealh-more 
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"foreign root, carrot, parsnip", wealh-hafoc "foreign hawk, 
gerfalcon", and wealh-wyrt "wall-wort, dwarf elder".31* Wealhstod, 
meaning "an interpreter", must originally have referred to someone 
who could understand the languages both of the Wealas and the English 
and so could act as the medium between the two. It is more likely 
that such a person would have been a Wealh, although Wealhstod also 
occurs as an OE personal name. It is recorded, for example, as the 
name of a bishop of Hereford (729-34) which, it may be noted, is a 
border area where Celts and Saxons probably mixed freely, and also 
as the name of a monk at Lindisfarne (685); it appears again in 744 
and in the Durham Liber Vitae. ~ The name could have been applied to 
a man working as a translator, although the interpreter between 
Hengist and Vortigern is given his own name, Ceretic. It would, 
however, also have been a most appropriate name for the child of a 
mixed marriage and may eventually have been used without consider
ation for its meaning. As Professor Tolkien points out, it is 
interesting that there seems to be one example of a Welsh borrowing 
(in the form Gwalstawt) of the OE name as a common noun applied to 
a man who understood all languages, showing contact and communication 
between the two races. Certainly by Alfred's time it was no longer 
restricted specifically to one knowledgeable in the Celtic languages 
and its meaning had been extended to include that of "literary 
interpreter" or "translator". For example, in the Preface to the 
Pastoral Care the Romans are described as translating from Greek 
and Hebrew into Latin 6urh wise wealhstodas. 

Wealh as a status term. 

The Laws of Ine contain not only the first recorded use of 
Wealh "Briton" but also "slave". The full text of ch.xxiii,3, 
discussed above (p. 21 ), states: 

Wealh gafolgelda CXX scill., his sunu C, 6eowne LX, 
somhwelcne fiftegum,- weales hyd twelfum. 
(A Wealh gafolgelda [has a wergeld of] 120 shillings, 
his son, 100: a slave [is to be paid for with] 60, 
sometimes 50; a wealh shall pay 12 [shillings to avoid 
a flogging].) 

According to contemporary Kentish laws,39 a slave paid only 6 
shillings to avoid a flogging, half that laid down here, suggesting 
that the above reference is to a British slave. This is confirmed 
by the phrasing of the law. Since the gafolgelda has been specific
ally designated as a Wealh, whereas the statement on slave prices 
uses beow, the return to wealh should indicate that weales hyd 
twelfum refers to a British slave. A great deal of emphasis is laid 
on nationality throughout the whole of the code. For example, in 
two of the three cases where witefeeowas, or penal slaves, are 
mentioned, it is laid down whether an English or British witefpeow is 
meant (chs.xxiv and liv), while ch.xi prohibits the sale overseas of 
West Saxons, slave or free. On the one occasion, therefore, when 
wealh is used instead of peow, esne or man, it seems highly probable 
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that the compiler was fully aware of the racial connotations, even 
if later scribes were not. 

The next recorded occurrence of wealh is in the tenth-century 
West Saxon translation of the Gospel of St. Matthew xxiv.50. In a 
comparison between the coming of the lord to a good and an evil 
servant, panne cym6 pas weales hlaford on pam daige pe he ne wend. . . 
translates Veniet dominus servi illius in die, qua non sperat . . . 
As an earlier gloss on servus is peow,1*1 it is interesting that 
servi illius is rendered 6r&las 6xs in the tenth-century gloss to 
the Lindisfarne Gospels, especially as Aldred, the glossator, 
carefully chose words suited to the context. For example, he glossed 
(fidelis) seruus with {geleaf-full) degn (St Matthew xxiv.45), the 
title of one of the highest ranks in society which, however, origin
ally meant "one who serves another, implying a personal relationship". 
Thus it was suitable to describe a faithful servant in contrast to 
(yfle) 6r<el glossing (malus) seruus (St Matthew xxiv.48). As peow(a) 
is employed throughout the rest of the West Saxon translation of the 
Gospel, it is possible that the use of wealh in this one instance 
was intended to convey a pejorative sense paralleled by the unpleasant 
connotations suggested by the comparison between 6reel and pegn in the 
Lindisfarne gloss. 

No such overtones can be discerned in the Old Testament 
glosses'*3 nor in ffilfric's use of wealh eight times in his Grammar, 
on three occasions with the Latin equivalent mancipium "a slave 
acquired by purchase".1*5 In Slfric's Vocabulary,1*6 the term canum 
seruitor is equated with hundwsalh, meaning "the slave who looked 
after the dogs", just as wineardwealas is used for vinatores in the 
eleventh-century OE version of the eighth-century Chrodegang's Rule. 
Only where ffilfric, the homilist, refers to we 6e nxron wurde beon 
his wealas gecigde "we who were not worthy to be called his [i.e. 
God's] slaves",1*8 may he deliberately be choosing the most signifi
cant term available. 

Wealh also appears divorced from its racial connections in 
some of the eleventh-century laws, as in II Sthelred, ch.vi,2, where 
7 paet nador ne hu ne we ne underfon o&res wealh ne odres 6eof ne 
o6res gefan is rendered in the Quadripartitus version as Et ut nee 
ipsi neque nos alterius seruum uel inimicum receptemus, with seruum 
equating wealh. From the eleventh century also come several frag
ments of a life of the Kentish royal saint Mildred including the 
lines: 

6ritte3um 3earum ne 3estilde nafre stefen cearciendes 
wanes ne ceoriendes wales.1* 

Cockayne (p. 431) interprets this as meaning that for thirty years 
the sound of "jarring wain nor screaming wheel never ceased", whereas 
Bosworth-Toller, s.v. wealh, give "creaking wain and chiding thrall". 
Ceoriend I accept as "chiding" or "complaining" and wales as equal
ling weales, "slave", since the OE for "wheel" was hweol, genitive 
singular hweo(h)les.50 
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The last appearance of wealh noted is in the Cotton Caligula 
manuscript of I^amon's Brut, which dates from the late thirteenth 
century5 (the contemporary Cotton Otho manuscript omits these lines), 
and which includes archaized forms. Speaking of the freeing of 
the slaves, La3amon writes: 

Habbe ale god mon. his rihte -sif Godd hit an. 
5 3 

7 ale prel 7 ale wselh. wurde iuroeid. 

Disputable examples of Wealh. 

In only one case amongst all the instances of wealh in the 
Laws of Ine is the meaning in question: 

Cyninges horswealh, se 6e him ma»ge geaerendian, <5aes 
wergield bi6 CC scill. 

(ch.xxxiii) 
(The king's horswealh, who can carry his messages, 
his wergeld is 200 shillings.) 

This cannot mean "the king's horse servant", if only because such 
care for the racial meaning of wealh is apparent throughout the rest 
of the Laws. It is unthinkable that a mere horse slave would be 
valued at 2CO shillings, and the man must be free as the amount is 
described as wergeld. A Wealh with a wergeld higher than that of 
his fellow gafolgelda and socially equal to an English ceorl must be 
of importance. Horswealas were probably British horsemen serving the 
king, perhaps under the horsdegn mentioned in the OE Chronicle, ann. 
897 (on which see foot of this page), and possibly as couriers with 
a higher wergeld to enforce proper respect for them and to guarantee 
their safe passage. They may, therefore, be comparable to the 
Romanus homo conviva Regis of the Lex Salica (ch.xli), who held an 
official position of trust serving the Frankish king and was accorded 
a triple wergeld. Possibly the horswealas fulfilled the same 
functions as the Domesday radknihts.5 

Another legal code where the interpretation of wealh is 
uncertain is VI Rthelstan, ch.vi,3, dating from the second quarter 
of the tenth century. Here it is decreed that a runaway slave 
(pecw) is to be treated in the same way as pam Wyliscean peofe. 
Attenborough translates this as "a Welsh thief", but nowhere do 
the codes lay down how a Welsh, British or foreign thief was to be 
punished. They do, however, state that a slave who stole was to be 
condemned to death by stoning (IV Rthelstan, ch.vi,5), which is the 
fate ordained here for the runaway slave. So wealh in JEthelstan's 
Law seems to have the connotation simply of "slave" without the 
racial overtones. 

One interesting use of wealh occurs in the OE Chronicle: 

ann.897 Py ilean gere foroferde Wulfric cynges hors6egn. 
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se waes eac wealh gefera. 
(Parker Manuscript) 

(That same year died Wulfric, the king's marshall, 
who was also the wealh gefera.) 

A horsdegn could apparently be quite lowly. In the eighth-
century Epinal-Erfurt Glossaries the word glosses the Latin mulio, 
which usually means "mule-keeper", although this may be an attempt 
to find a suitable OE word. In the eighth and ninth centuries a 
thegn was of noble birth with a wergeld six times that of a ceorl, 
so that the rank of cynges horsdegn was presumably one of importance 
in Alfred's day, perhaps like the marshall, or magister equitum, of 
later times. Certainly Wulfric was no muleteer but a man of some 
substance to have had his death noted in the Chronicle. It is pro
bable that the cynges horsdegn was responsible for horsemen serving 
the king. Some authorities take the reading gefera to suggest that 
Wulfric was the commander of a body of troops, which would accord 
with his rank of horsdegn and with the existence in Ine's time of 
horswealas who rode for the king. The slightly later B and D texts 
have the reading gerefa "reeve, bailiff". The King's reeve could 
occupy a very important and trusted position, the Latin equivalent 
being praefectus, which was also equated with early West Saxon 
ealdorman.53 If, as a praefectus the king's gerefa could lead troops, 
the variant readings gerefa and gefera need not necessarily be con
tradictory. 

The exact meaning of wealh in relation to gefera is uncertain. 
If it meant that Wulfric looked after Alfred's slaves or was in 
charge of British horsemen, wealh would be rendered as the genitive 
plural, weala, whereas its singular form indicates that it forms a 
compound with gefera. The reference may be to a Celtic area outside 
Wessex proper: Wales bordered on Mercia, but Cornwall (which had 
only been finally subdued by Egbert in 838, some sixty years before 
Wulfric's death) lay on the frontiers of Wessex. It was probably 
necessary to keep some check, preferably backed by military force, 
on the Cornish,61 and it may be that this was the task of the 
wealhgefera. 

Other examples where it has been claimed that wealh refers to 
Celts from outside the boundaries of England come from the Riddles 
of the Exeter Book.62 The great period of Latin riddle composition 
was the eighth century, and many of the OE riddles extant in the 
tenth-century Exeter Book may have been composed at that time.63 

The word wealh is recorded in three riddles: 

1. Gif me feorh losad, faeste binde 
swearte wealas, hwilum sellan men. 
Hwilum . . . 
. . . hwilum feorran broht 
wonfeax wale, wegeo ond by&, 
dol druncmennen deorcum nihtum, 
waeteS in waatre, . . . 

(Riddle xii: oxhide or leather)6"* 
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(If life leaves me, I then bind fast the swarthy 
wealas, and sometimes better men. Sometimes . . . 
sometimes the dark haired wealh, brought from afar, 
stupid and drunk on dark nights, lifts and presses me, 
soaks me in water , . . .) 

2. Para obrum was an getenge 
wonfah wale, seo weold hyra 
bega sipa bendum faestra. 

(Riddle lii: two buckets or a flail) 
(Close to one of them was a dark skinned wealh. 
She controlled them both by fast fetters.) 

3. . . . sipade widdor, 
mearcpapas walas treed, moras paedde. 

(Riddle lxxi: an ox) 
(. . . I travelled farther, trod to the wealh 
marches, traversed the moors.) 

Baum translated wealas as "Welsh" and wale as "Welsh girl" 
but he is probably mistaken. Oxhide would naturally have been used 
to bind slaves in contrast to sellan men: racial prejudice might 
have led to English men being regarded as "better" than the Wealas 
but there is no indication that the comparison here is with English 
people, especially as Aldhelm's Latin version, on which Riddle xii 
was based, has the neutral Nexibus horrendis homines constringere 
possum without racial implications. Nor are the dark wealas of 
the first two riddles likely to be anything more than ordinary female 
slaves, although feorran broht in Riddle xii might suggest that this 
wealh had come from Wales, which before the Norse invasions supplied 
the Anglo-Saxons with slaves taken in border raids. The swarthiness 
and dark hair of the slaves do not prove, as F. Tupper believes, 
that there was a large Celtic proportion in the slave population as 
all Anglo-Saxons were not fair either. The Germanic peoples may have 
preferred fair hair and so ascribed the opposite characteristics to 
the lowest ranks of society, just as in Cornwall bondmen were often 
referred to as "black".68 

In Riddle lxxi, wealh may have the general meaning of "foreign", 
conveying the impression of moors distant from home. Mearc in OE 
could mean "a boundary", which might suggest paths on the Welsh 
borders, but combined with pae6 it seems to have meant "path leading 
through a country", and to have acquired the connotations of 
"distant moors" or "desolate moors", as in the description of 
Grendel as msre mearcstapa.70 Hacikyan 71 regards this riddle as one 
of a group depicting a typical East Anglian fen landscape, and from 
their phonology, morphology and vocabulary of predominantly Anglian 
origin.72 

Also of Mercian origin are the eleventh-century Cambridge 
guild regulations which lay down: 

7 gif aenig gilda hwilcne man ofstlea 7 he neadwraca si. 
7 his bismer bete. 7 se ofstlagana twelfhende sy. 
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fylste ale gegylda he [alf] mearc to fylste. Gyf se 
ofstlagena ceorl si. twegen oran. gif he wylisc si. 
anne oran. 
(If any guild brother slays a man and does it as an 
avenger by necessity, and the slain man's wergeld is 
1200 shillings, to compensate for the insult let each 
guild brother contribute half a mark [4 orae] for his 
aid; and if the slain man is a ceorl, 2 orae; if he 
is a wealh, 1 ore. 

John Morris believes these wealas to be the descendants of the 
original British inhabitants of the area, not slaves, while 
Professor Whitelock suggests that the provision could be insurance 
against the slaying of Welshmen encountered by the wealthy members 
of the guild while travelling to attend the king's council or on 
their estates outside the Cambridge region. As the guild brother is, 
however, covered against killing a noble or a ceorl, it would be 
reasonable to expect him also to be covered for the third major 
element in Anglo-Saxon society. No such provision is made elsewhere 
in the text, so that the translation of wealh as "slave" seems more 
likely here, especially as there would have been a greater likeli
hood of the guild member encountering and killing a slave than a 
Welshman. Each member had to contribute towards the total, and the 
probable explanation as to why the amount levied on each member is 
a half of that required for a ceorl rather than the thirty per cent 
one might have expected for a slave, is that one ore was a convenient 
sum for collection as well as being the lowest denominator in the 
Scandinavian currency. 

When used in compounds, the meaning of "foreign" is usually 
self-evident, except for wilisc ealad and wealawln, which are 
referred to amongst a number of types of ale and wine in OE but with
out explanation of their nature. In the Laws of Ine (ch.lxx,l), 
XII ambra wilisc ealad are included in the food rent for 10 hides, 
while, probably in 806, Earl Oswulf granted Lympne ombra godes 
uuelesces alo6.7' Liebermann (Gesetze, II, p.312) thought that this 
ale could be that produced in Celtic areas and that the name was 
later applied to a particular type of ale. The nature of the wine 
as opposed to the ale is suggested in £lfric's Vocabulary, where 
weala win is equated with crudum uinum, which means "rough, unmatured 
wine", as against hlaforda win for honorarium uinum. The use of the 
genitive plurals, weala and hlaforda obviously refer to the social 
classes who would be drinking the wines, so weala win would be the 
wine of the slaves and wealh a status term rather than an ethnic 
one. 

Wealh in personal names 

Wealh is also recorded as a personal name element in the four 
main OE dialects. It is quite common alone, as in Walh presbiteri 
(690-716) and Ualh (c.757), and even more so compounded as a 
first element, as in Wealhfrith (d.765),80 and as a second, as in Penwalh 
and Cenwealh."' It is also common in place-names (see further below). 
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but whether as a descriptive term or a personal name is uncertain 
except where a genitive singular form is recorded, as in Walshford 
(Yorkshire), earlier Walesford (1227) "Wealh's ford".83 Other OE 
terms for "slave" also formed personal names, such as esne, recorded 
as a personal name from the eighth to the eleventh centuries as in 
Esne cyninges degne, s "* and peow in compounds. Often borne by men 
of rank, they possibly had the more exalted meaning of "servant" or 
"servant of God".8 b 

Similarly, wealh is more likely to mean "Briton" (not "slave"), 
especially as it is found in the names of four members of the royal 
house of Mercia, and of one member each of the West Saxon and Sussex 
royal houses, in the seventh century. It is scarcely conceivable 
that six royal children would have been given names implying 
servility, particularly as the royal houses showed great care in the 
selection of the names given to their members. Moreover, the 
elements with which they and many of the other wealh names are com
pounded indicate nobility, such as: 

OE aepele "noble, famous" Aedilualch; OE cup "known, 
famous" Cuthwalh (var. Cundwalh) ; OE crene, cene "bold" 
Coenwalh, Cenwealh. 

The interpretation of the wealh personal names as meaning "Briton" 
gains support from the bestowal on members of the aristocracy of the 
name Cumbra,BB derived from Primitive Welsh *Commri, Welsh Cymry, 
which unequivocally meant "a Briton".89 This is recorded as Cumbran 
pr&fecti regis ° and as the name of the ealdorman avenged by a swine
herd (see the OE Chronicle, ann. 755). 

As the wealh names are English formations borne by English 
people of rank at an early date, the use of this element should 
indicate that the holder had some Celtic blood, as might already be 
suspected on other grounds in at least the West Saxon royal house. 
Although it is probable that the wealh name-element was used origin
ally to indicate a person of mixed parentage, it was eventually 
adopted into the personal name stock and used without thought for its 
real meaning, as children were often given meaningless names in the 
later Anglo-Saxon period. 

Wealh in place-names. 

The identification and interpretation of wealh in place-names 
presents a number of problems as wald "forest", wall "wall" and the 
Mercian form w&lla "well, stream" all tended to develop to the same 
form wal as did wealh; for example: 

Walgrave (Northants.), Waldgrave (1086) OE wald + graf 
"grove"; Walsoken (Norfolk), Walsocna (974) "the soke 
by the wall"; Walford (Hereford), Welleford (1242) 
"ford over the stream." 
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The topography of individual places, as well as their history, often 
determines whether they once stood close to a forest or a wall 
(usually Roman), as with Walltown (Northumberland), Waltona (1279) 
"tun on the wall", on Hadrian's Wall.93 If none can be found it may 
indicate that the first element is wealh, but with Mercian examples 
the possibility of a well from which the place might have been named 
must be considered. The only names where a reasonably positive 
identification of the wealh element can be made are those containing 
an -e- inflexion, indicating weakening of a of the genitive plural 
weala "of the Celts". Some may have lost the -e- before they were 
first recorded, a not uncommon occurrence in place-names, but it 
is safer to reject all wal names unless the -e- is present rather 
than risk distorting the picture of the distribution of wealh place-
name s. 

It has sometimes been suggested that wealh place-names formed 
after the first settlement period could possibly refer to settlements 
of groups of slaves, many of whom, even if not Celtic-speaking, 
would have been of British descent. There are, however, no indica
tions that the Anglo-Saxons established separate villages for their 
slaves, and no place-names are recorded containing Ipeow, the most 
common term for a slave. On the other hand, references to other 
groups which formed minorities in the Anglo-Saxon population are not 
uncommon, for example, Canterton (Hampshire) "the tun of the Kentish-
men" or Normanton, which occurs in a number of counties, "the tun of 
the Northmen". There are also ample examples of names unquestion
ably referring to Britons, such as Bretby (Derbyshire), Bretebi 
(1086) "the by of the Britons",97 so it would seem that wealh villages 
are much more likely settlements of Romano-Britons rather than slaves. 
These may have been allowed to maintain a separate existence for a 
time, especially those on poor soil or at some distance from the 
English settlements. For example to the south of Wensleydale in 
Yorkshire is Walden, Waledene (1321) "the valley of the Britons" 
with the hybrid Celtic/English place-name Penhill close by, suggest
ing that after Wensleydale had been settled by the English in the 
seventh century, a separate group of Britons may have continued to 
live undisturbed on the less fertile land to the south.98 Names 
such as Saffron Walden (Essex), Waledana (1086) "the valley of the 
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Britons", which embrace wider areas than individual village sites, 
would seem to indicate a greater awareness of the British nature of 
the area. It should be remembered though that as place-names are 
chosen to distinguish between places and so are based on outstanding, 
distinctive features, the fact that villages were picked out as 
"British" implies that they were a rarity in the landscape. More
over, the frequency with which the suffixes cot and tun appear com
bined with wealh indicate that these were insignificant settlements. 

The date of the formation of most of the wealh names is 
unknown. Tun is certainly a very old English place-name element, 
although later than ham, but it continued to be used until after the 
Norman Conquest. Virtually none of the wealh names is recorded 
till post-Conquest times - another indication of their lack of 
importance or size. Thus they could have been formed at any time 
during the OE period, although names referring to groups of Britons 
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would probably have been relatively early formations as such settle
ments must eventually have been absorbed into the English community! ° 
It is of interest that the names are distributed fairly evenly 
throughout England with more than half of the counties having at 
least one example, including eastern counties such as Norfolk, 
Suffolk, Essex and Kent, although the numbers increase in the more 
western counties of Lancashire and the West Riding of Yorkshire. On 
the other hand, the names formed from Cumbre/Cumbra, derived from 
the Celts' own word for themselves, are concentrated in the West 
Midlands and North-West England, the best example being the old 
county name itself: Cumberland, Cumbraland (945) "the land of the 
Cumbrians, i.e. Britons". These, as A.H. Smith points out, 
were regions where a separate and recognisable British population 
survived until a late date, and where the tenurial systems seem to 
be Celtic rather than English in origin.1 01* This suggests that in 
areas where the British were able to retain their identity and some 
influence on the government, their own term, which never acquired 
any unpleasant overtones, was able to take its place alongside the 
intrusive Old English name, whereas in the eastern areas which were 
settled first only the wealh form was employed. 

Derivative Forms from Wealh 

The verbal and adjectival forms derived from wealh reveal 
further extensions of its meanings and connotations. ffilfric uses 
the verb wealian with the meaning "to be bold, impudent, wanton": 
He cw&6 bat he nolde and wealode mid wordum "He said that he would 
not and was insolent in his speech". Clearly related to this 
meaning is walana ° translating Aldhelm's protervorum "shameless 
people" in the Old English gloss of unknown date contained in a 
tenth-century manuscript,10 and wealh "wanton" in Ic eom ondetta 
6aet ic onfeng on minne mud wealworda in a tenth-century fragment 
from a Latin liber poenitentialis. Finally, in the eleventh-century 
glossary which seems to have been compiled from a number of glossed 
manuscripts, the Latin barbarus, which has the sense "foreign, 
uncultivated or ignorant" and in the thirteenth century meant 
"barbarian", is glossed by walch siue ungerad.112 Ungerad 
usually has the sense "rude, unskilled, foolish, ignorant", so 
again the more negative aspects of wealh are stressed. 

Summary 

When the English entered Britain during the course of the 
fourth, fifth and sixth centuries, the noun wealh which they brought 
simply meant "a Celt". It is not known whether the Anglo-Saxons 
brought any Germanic slaves with them from the Continent. There 
must, however, already have been a considerable number of British 
slaves owned by the local population so that, whether the English 
settled peacefully alongside them or took over some of the Romano-
British estates by force, the majority of slaves in the earliest 
settlement period would presumably have been British in origin. It 
was therefore perhaps natural that the secondary meaning of "slave" 
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should arise as most slaves were Wealas even if the Wealas were by 
no means all slaves. Indeed even in the seventh century, to judge 
from the Laws of Ine and the position of the Kentish lasts, who were 
probably Romano-Britons, many of the Wealas were still landowners 
although occupying an inferior legal position. 

In theory the secondary meaning could have arisen at any time 
during the Anglo-Saxon settlement or during the westward expansion 
into the Celtic regions, which was not completed in the main until 
the eighth century. A relatively early date, before the slave 
population contained a substantial English element, would seem 
probable for this development but there is no evidence that it had 
taken place to any great extent by the seventh century, certainly 
not sufficiently to be preferred in the written texts to any variant 
for "slave". The personal names in use in the seventh century, and 
possibly also the place-names, support the view that the main mean
ing of wealh was then still "Briton". 

The derived meaning of "slave" was definitely in existence by 
the end of the seventh century, but a close examination of the Laws 
of Ine would seem to justify our supposing that it continued to have 
strong racial connotations. There were still sufficient Wealas 
forming distinct classes in West Saxon society for separate provision 
to be made for them in the laws, and their presence, in addition to 
that of the British slaves, meant that people would have been well 
aware of the ethnic implications in wealh. When used to denote a 
slave, wealh signified a British as opposed to an English slave, so 
that the two meanings of "Briton" and "slave" were still inextricably 
linked. 

The date at which wealh meaning "a slave" ceased to have any 
racial overtones is unknown as there is virtually no material to 
demonstrate its usage in the eighth century. The evidence for the 
date of the Riddles of the Exeter Book is so tenuous that little can 
be built on their hints that, in these poems, a wealh was not 
necessarily British. The complete separation of the two senses must 
have come some time between the end of the seventh century and the 
second half of the ninth, when they are well differentiated. Wealh 
may still have been applied to Britons resident within English 
territories, as well as those in the freedom of their own kingdoms, 
if Alfred's reference to Wealcyn can be taken to mean Devon and 
Cornwall, and if the Wealhgefera was involved with Cornwall. The 
later Laws of Henry I probably refer to slaves brought from Wales, 
although the evidence from the Nordleoda Laga implies that at least 
a memory remained in northern England of separate classes of Wealas. 
By the eleventh century, however, almost all these must have been 
absorbed into the general population and thereafter Wealas could be 
applied only to the Celts of Wales and Cornwall. 

Wealh meaning "slave" does not seem to have been widely 
adopted, and is used most frequently in law codes, though, to judge 
from such secular documents as the wills and charters, peow was 
usually preferred. Wealh also apparently acquired certain pejorative 
overtones, not necessarily because of the character of the British 
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but because a term for "slave" additional to peow was unnecessary 
unless it had a technical meaning as esne and witepeow did. 
This was not the case with wealh once the "Britishness" of the 
Romano-Celtic slaves had disappeared, and so wealh had to develop a 
more definite force if it were to survive alongside peow. Thus there 
is a hint that the choice of wealh in the translation of the West 
Saxon Gospel of St Matthew may have been intended to convey dis
approval of the evil servant. The low esteem in which the wealas of 
the Riddles are held is apparent from the contrast with "better men" 
and the description of them as drunk, stupid and swarthy, just as 
the wealh of St Mildred's Life is represented as querulous. Words 
derived from wealh, such as the verb wealian, reflect this negative 
attitude as they convey the impressions of misery, shamelessness, 
wantoness, impudence and ignorance, whereas those derived from peow 
are more neutral in tone, (for example peowet "service", peowwracian 
"to threaten"). Similarly, wealh never seems to have been used 
in the wider sense of "one who serves" as peow was, except possibly 
in personal names. People in religious orders are often described 
as Godes peowas, but Godes wealas would apparently have been unthink
able. Peow conveyed the idea both of servitude and of service; 
wealh was surrounded by all the unpleasant implications of bondage. 
It is possible that a similar relationship developed between Wealh 
and Cumbra. It may have been more polite to refer to a Celt by his 
own name for himself than by the English Wealh, which had perhaps 
taken on some of the insulting aura of wealh, but there is 
insufficient evidence to be certain about this. 

These derogatory connotations do not, however, seem to have 
become attached to words containing wealh as an element, such as 
personal names or terms like wealhstod, as these had been formed 
and assimilated into the language at an early period before the full 
development of the secondary meaning. The same is likely to be true 
of the place-names containing wealh as an element although these 
may already have had a lowly status despite their being settlements 
of Romano-Britons not of slaves. 

It has also been suggested that wealh was employed only in 
Wessex and not in Mercia or Northumbria, as it appears only in 
West Saxon texts and in those which cannot be ascribed without 
question to a particular dialect area. Thus it occurs in the West 
Saxon Gospel where the Northumbrian gloss has 6rael and esne, and 
even in its meaning of "Celt" it seems to be avoided in the Mercian 
version of Bede,117 whereas the West Saxon OE Chronicle uses Wealas 
and Brettas interchangeably. It must be remembered, however, that 
the great majority of our extant texts are written in West Saxon 
and that wealh is rare even in these. So it cannot be assumed that 
it was not in use elsewhere simply because it does not appear in the 
few texts which are definitely from non-West Saxon areas. Moreover, 
at least one of the Riddles in which wealh appears without any racial 
overtones is likely to have been of Mercian composition, while the 
wealh referred to in the guild regulations at Cambridge was probably 
a slave and not a Celt. So a purely West Saxon provenance for wealh 
cannot be substantiated. 
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When the Anglo-Saxon culture was replaced by a feudal society, 
the old class terms were replaced by ones suited to the new con
ditions: peow, wite]?eow, esne, fedesl and wealh gave way to the 
feudal serf. After the tenth century wealh virtually disappears and, 
appropriately enough, comes to the end of its life as a common noun 
with I^amon's reference to the liberation of the slaves. Yet it is 
doubtful whether it was the Norman Conquest alone which caused its 
demise: it was never a very common or popular word and tended to 
have moral connotations or a legal usage, although to what extent it 
was employed in everyday speech as a term of abuse we shall never 
know. 

So, at the end, only the original meaning survived in the 
place-name "Wales" and the adjective "Welsh". Wealh had served its 
purpose as a comment on the social and legal position of many of the 
Romano-Britons, and in future it would be used to refer only to one 
particular group of Celts and the land which they inhabited. 
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